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IntelliCard provides a free 9-pin to DB-9 connector
adapter. It provides a standard serial port to serial

converter that allows you to connect your
software serial link to the serial port of a

computer. Rigor Wireless is a professional system
compatible with both the Rigor RX-D and Rigor RX-

W for HF dual band scanner with real time
spectrum display. The RX-D serves as a base

station for the flexible and expandable RF plug
and play scanning system. It can be used as a

simple dual band scanner, with USB to serial cable
you can connect the RX-D to your PC and do

remote monitoring with the free software of Rigor.
With the USB firmware programming function, you
can upgrade the software in the radio. It supports

all features of Rigor RX-D, such as WSPR, SSB,
CW, DMR, RTTY, etc., including the ultra-fast 2.4
GHz mode and real time FP. It supports military
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digital mode and the higher order digital mode,
which can be set by the SET command. This
advanced software product is a must-have to

expand scanning range and receive frequency.
With this software you can access Icom’s online
library to a growing database of more than 130

UHF digital numbers including the complete
worldwide spectrum from 600 kHz to 30 MHz.

Icom has invested a great deal of effort and time
into the development of the IC-8 also known as

IC-8P. It is the ideal compact HF scanner due to its
impressive sensitivity (95dBm) and high scan rate

(10kHz). The IC-8P is the most advanced Icom
scanner to date. Want to take total control of your

mobile for the ultimate personalized radio? Or,
would you like to bring a second radio or another
device into your radio's system for full control?
Icoms Icom ID-880H is the perfect companion,

using the Icom IC-80AD and CS-P7 cloning
software. Together they are the ideal combination
for using the ID-880H in your favorite applications.

And since it is D-STAR capable, it is also perfect
for mobile D-STAR repeaters.
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